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Abstra t
We dis uss the fate of the

orresponden e prin iple beyond quantum me hani s, spe if-

i ally in quantum eld theory and quantum gravity, in

onne tion with the intrinsi

itations of the human ability to observe the external world. We

lim-

on lude that the best

orresponden e prin iple is made of unitarity, lo ality, proper renormalizability (a renement of stri t renormalizability),

ombined with fundamental lo al symmetries and the

requirement of having a nite number of elds. Quantum gravity is identied in an essentially unique way.

The gauge intera tions are uniquely identied in form.

Instead,

the matter se tor remains basi ally unrestri ted. The major predi tion is the violation of
ausality at small distan es.
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Introdu tion

Bohr's

orresponden e prin iple is a guideline for the sele tion of theories in quantum

me hani s.

It is useful to guess the right Hamiltonians of several mi ros opi

Basi ally, it states that the laws of

systems.

lassi al physi s must be obtained from the laws of

quantum physi s in a suitable limit, whi h is typi ally the limit of large quantum numbers.
More generally, the limit is

alled

lassi al limit.

It may sound a redundant requirement. Any newly dis overed laws of nature have to be
onsistent with the knowledge already available, sin e nature is one and
itself.

annot

ontradi t

At the same time, if we view the prin iple as a guideline for the presele tion of

theories, it

ould be argued that anti ipating the laws of physi s might be dangerous. It

ould mislead into dis arding possibilities that might turn out to be right. This may delay
or prevent the dis overies of new laws.
to put the idea of a

In view of these arguments, it might be better

orresponden e prin iple aside and pro eed as in every other domain

of s ien e, whi h means making as many experiments as possible and expressing the laws
of physi s in mathemati al language.

Quantum physi s will exhibit an approximatively

lassi al behavior whenever nature says so.
The whole point, however, is that this pro edure is not su ient at the quantum level,
be ause our possibilities of observing the mi ros opi

world are severely handi apped by

the laws of physi s themselves. Certainly, they are mu h smaller than our possibilities to
observe the ma ros opi

world.

This fa t is hidden in the meaning of the word quantization, whi h understands that
a quantum theory is not built from s rat h, but instead guessed from another theory,
typi ally a

lassi al one, whi h is later quantized. So, there must be some sort of

sponden e between the two.

Per se, this way of pro

orre-

eeding is kind of awkward, sin e the

quantum theory is supposed to be the right one and the

lassi al theory is supposed to be

an approximation of it. How

orre t, if we guess it from a limit

an we get the nal theory

of it? There must be many theories with the same limit. How

an we de ide whi h one is

the right one?
Yet, for a variety of reasons that we are going to emphasize here, this guesswork is
the only thing we

an do.

And it gets worse when we plan to explore smaller s ales

of magnitude, where quantum eld theory plays a key role.
between quantum physi s and
hromodynami s has a

There, the

orresponden e

lassi al physi s be omes weaker. For example, quantum

lassi al limit that has little to do with

lassi al physi s.

The

problem be omes even worse when we move to smaller distan es, where quantum gravity
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be omes important. We might expe t that at some point all sort of
the

orresponden e with

lassi al world will eventually fade away and disappear, leaving us powerless.
We think that the lessons learned from the standard model and

ertain re ent devel-

opments in quantum gravity make us ready to take sto k of the situation and properly
address the problem of the

orresponden e prin iple beyond quantum me hani s. Colle t-

ing the pie es of the puzzle, we see that there is indeed a need to supplement the s ienti
method with some sort of guidelines, although we know in advan e that their power is
doomed to be ome weaker and weaker when the distan es get smaller and smaller.
In this paper we

onsider assumptions, prin iples and requirements of various types

that have been proved to be important in quantum eld theory and high-energy physi s.
We

omment on their ranges of validity and use them to oer an upgraded version of the

orresponden e prin iple that better ts the knowledge gathered so far.
To begin with, we stress that we take quantum eld theory for granted. We might as
well add
0. Quantum eld theory
as the zeroth assumption of the upgraded
su

orresponden e prin iple.

We think that the

ess of quantum eld theory in parti le physi s is a su ient reason to justify the as-

sumption without further

omment. Moreover, for the reasons better explained in the next

se tion, we have to be as

onservative as possible. Our ability to observe the mi ros opi

world is intrinsi ally limited, so it is not

onvenient to depart too mu h from the kind of

orresponden e that has worked so far, whi h is the only sour e of light we have in a relative
darkness. In this respe t, we think that approa hes alternative to quantum eld theory,
or even
su
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olorful twists of quantum eld theory, like holography, have very few

han es of

ess.

Do we need a orresponden e prin iple?

In this se tion we dis uss the need of a

orresponden e prin iple in quantum eld theory,

what its meaning is supposed to be and what it should be useful for. We start by
the intrinsi

onsidering

biologi al limitations of the human being, whi h ne essarily ae t the way we

per eive and des ribe the world. With obvious modi ations, the arguments apply to any
living being.
First, we must take into a
our brains and

ount that we do have a size.

ells, and the atoms of whi h we are made.
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Our body has a size, like
Se ond, most of our dire t

per eptions

over a limited range of energies and distan es. The other per eptions of ours,

for larger and smaller distan es, are indire t, mediated by the instruments we build.
The range of our dire t per eptions denes the size of the environment we are pla ed in.
For example, we have eyes that per eive up to a
[1℄.

Getting

loser to an obje t, we

an improve the a

Combining our mobility with our eye resolution, we
portion of the universe, whi h we

3 · 10−4 radians

ertain resolution, whi h is

ura y of our visual per eption.

an still per eive only a very limited

all dire t per eption range (DPR). For the rest, we must

rely on indire t measurements and observations. In the long run, indire t per eptions may
introdu e and propagate errors, parti ularly in

onne tion with the notions of time and

ause.
For

on reteness and for various arguments that we plan to develop in the next se tion,

we fo us on
relations of

ausality.

Everyday experien e tells us that many events are

ause and ee t, that time has an ordering (past

the past inuen es the present and the future, but the future

→

present

onne ted by

→

future), that

annot ae t the past and

the present. However, time is an extremely deli ate per eption. Stri tly speaking, we have
never seen time. We

an see the three spa e dimensions, but time remains

onned to our

imagination. In some sense, time is the way we organize memories. This makes the entire
on ept kind of fuzzy.
Spe i ally, the human brain an pro ess an image per eived for around
optimisti ). We

10−3 s [2℄ (being

all it the dire t per eption time resolution (DPTR). Basi ally, we see the

world at around 1000fps and establish dire t relations of

ause and ee t between pairs of

events that are separated by at least the DPTR. Yet, very unlikely the

ausality prin iple

breaks down right below the DPTR: that would mean that the universe

onspired to tri k

us. We have to assume that

ausality does hold for shorter time intervals.

If we help ourselves with instruments, we

an resolve time intervals that are way shorter

than the limits of our dire t per eption. There exist

5 · 1012 fps

ameras, whi h

light in motion [3℄. The shortest time interval ever measured is about
are elementary parti les with mean lifetimes of about

10

−25

10

−18

an

apture

s [4℄. There

s.

If we think a moment, we build our instruments on the work hypothesis that the
validity of the laws of nature, in parti ular
When we use the instruments and

ross

ausality,

an be extended below the DPTR.

he k that everything works as expe ted, we get

an a-posteriori validation of the assumption.

This allows us to

ausality holds well below the DPTR. Yet, having

on lude that, indeed,

he ked that it extends to, say, one

billionth of a billionth of the DPTR is still not enough to prove that it holds for arbitrarily
short time intervals or large energies. Eventually, it may break down.
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Let us have a broader look at the issue. Classi ally, we
laws relatively easily, be ause we

an get to the

an turn on the light, i.e.

orre t physi al

throw a huge number of

photons on the obje t of our observation without disturbing it. Our eyes then

olle t the

photons ree ted/emitted by the obje t, whi h are also a huge number. In pra ti e, we
make a very large number of experimental observations at on e and pay no pri e. This is
a very lu ky situation.

Instead, our exploration of the innitesimally small distan es is

ne essarily handi apped. We

annot turn on the light there, be ause even a single photon

disturbs the obje t we want to dete t. It is like trying and dete t a ro k by throwing a
building at it and

he king the results of the s attering.

Lu kily, when the distan es we explore are not too small, the laws of nature keep some
similarity with the

lassi al laws we are a

ustomed to. The

orresponden e prin iple, as

we normally understand it, deals with this kind of similarity down to the atomi

distan es,

whi h are the realm of quantum me hani s. As vague as the prin iple may sound, a re ipe
rather than a true prin iple, it is useful. It des ribes the relation that links the world we
live in to the one we wish to explore, the world that shapes our thinking to the world that
makes us what we physi ally are.
However, we expe t that exploring smaller and smaller distan es, the

orresponden e

will be ome weaker and weaker and the devi es we build will not help us indenitely.
A tually, it may happen, as quantum me hani s told us, that the possibilities of our
experiments are limited by the very same laws of physi s. For example, we have to live with
the fa t that we

annot measure the position and the velo ity of a parti le simultaneously

with arbitrary pre ision.
The rst des ent to smaller distan es after quantum me hani s is quantum eld theory.
What is

alled

lassi al limit there is not ne essarily related to

lassi al phenomena, as

quantum hromodynami s shows. Nevertheless, an upgraded version of the
prin iple has worked su
with a (sort of )

orresponden e

essfully, so far, at least in the absen e of gravity, where a similarity

lassi al world has more or less survived. The upgraded prin iple

an be

odied by means of the requirements of unitarity, lo ality and renormalizability.
The se ond des ent is quantum gravity, whi h might require to re onsider or rene the
orresponden e prin iple in a nontrivial way.
We may view the matter like this.

Our thought is shaped by our intera tions with

the environment that surrounds us. In some sense, it is a  lassi al thought. The very
same keywords of our logi
et .)

(existen e, origin, prin iple,

onsequen e,

ause, ee t, time,

are inherited from that environment, whi h means that they might just be useful
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approximations and ee tive des riptions with limited ranges of appli ability. When we
apply them to the rest of the universe, we assume that our knowledge is universal, whi h
is far from justied. At some point, we might have to radi ally modify the laws of physi s
and even the basi

prin iples of our thinking. Like it or not, the indetermina y prin iple

is still there, despite so many people whined, tirelessly obje ted and desperately sear hed
for hidden variables. A tually, we should

onsider ourselves lu ky that we did manage to

get somewhere by renoun ing determinism. But that means pre isely that the prin iples
suggested by our
that

lassi al experien es were not prin iples. And that there is no prin iple

an be trusted to the very end.

In su h a situation we might not have mu h more at our disposal than some sort of
 orresponden e, even if we know in advan e that the

orresponden e will get weaker and

weaker at smaller and smaller distan es. What happens at a billionth of a billionth of the
DPTR? How would the world appear to us if we
it a

urate to talk about

and future? The same

ould see it at a speed of

1026 fps?

Is

auses and ee ts down there? And what about past, present

an be said about every other

on epts and notions we normally

use, sin e they are inherited from experien es made in a radi ally dierent environment
and derived from a very approximate and rough per eption, if
that would be required.

ompared with the one

These handi aps limit our possibilities dramati ally.

orresponden e with what we understand better may be all we

A vague

an hope for.

And we

annot aord to be pi ky.
Summarizing, the reason why a

orresponden e prin iple may be useful in quantum

eld theory and quantum gravity is rooted in how the quantization works, sin e the right
quantum theory must be identied by starting from a non quantum theory.

The envi-

ronment we wish to explore is so dierent from the environment we are pla ed in, that
a

orresponden e between the two may be all we

an get.

It may help us organize the

guesswork to make progress in the relative darkness we have to fa e.

3

The orresponden e prin iple

In this se tion, we examine prin iples, assumptions, properties and requirements that are
relevant to quantum eld theory. We

ompare the version of the

orresponden e prin iple

that ts the standard model in at spa e to the versions that t quantum gravity and
the

ombination of the two.

The most important properties are unitarity, lo ality and

renormalizability, whi h we separate from the rest, sin e they en ode a great part of the
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orresponden e prin iple. We rst re all some important fa ts.
The standard model of parti le physi s is a quantum eld theory of gauge elds and
matter in at spa e. So far, it has been very su
been

onrmed, in some

essful. A large number of predi tions have

ases with high pre ision. No serious

ontradi tion has emerged

and, if right-handed neutrinos are in luded, even the neutrino masses

an be a

ounted for,

without having to modify the fundamental prin iples. Quantum gravity has been elusive
for de ades, but re ently a

onsistent theory was formulated [5℄ (see also [6, 7℄) by means

of a new quantization pres ription that turns
fake parti les, or fakeons [8℄, whi h
spe trum. The theory

an be

an be

ertain poles of the free propagators into

onsistently proje ted away from the physi al

oupled to the standard model with no eort.

The fakeons behave like physi al parti les in several situations, e.g. when they mediate
intera tions or de ay into physi al parti les. However, they
sin e the

annot be dete ted dire tly,

ross se tion of every pro ess that involves them as initial or nal states vanishes.

Thanks to this property, the fakeons

an be

onsistently proje ted away from the physi al

spe trum. The proje ted theory is unitary.
The fakeons

annot be eliminated

ompletely from the

sin e they are mediators of intera tions.
di tion: the violation of
of the fakeons

orrelation fun tions, though,

This fa t leads to an important physi al pre-

ausality at energies larger than the fakeon masses. The masses

annot vanish, otherwise

ausality would be broken at arbitrary distan es,

ontrary to eviden e. A tually, they must be su iently large to avoid

ontradi tion with

the experimental data.
The violation of mi ro ausality survives the
study its ee ts in nonperturbative
pro esses.

lassi al limit [9℄, whi h opens the way to

ongurations, rather than insisting with elementary

If we add that the masses of the fakeons are not known and

ould be mu h

smaller that the Plan k mass, we infer that there is hope to dete t the ee ts of the
violation in the foreseeable future. They

ould be the rst signs of quantum gravity.

We stress again that in quantum me hani s and quantum eld theory the quantization
is in some sense a dynami al logi al pro ess that builds the right theory starting from a
limit of it.

When gravity is swit hed o, the starting

~ → 0

that des ribes the

lassi al limit

physi s, as in the

ase of quantum

lassi al a tion is also the a tion

(whi h might have nothing to do with

hromodynami s).

lassi al

In quantum gravity, instead, the

starting a tion, whi h is (3.4), is just an interim a tion, be ause it misses the proje tion
that throws away the fake degrees of freedom from the physi al spe trum. The proje tion
is determined by the quantization pro ess itself.

The

orre t

lassi al limit

~ → 0

be obtained by  lassi izing the quantum theory and is en oded in the nalized
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an

lassi al

a tion [9℄, whi h is in general nonlo al (when fakeons are present). The interim

lassi al

a tion and the nalized lassi al a tion oin ide in at spa e, where the proje tion is trivial.
Dierent quantization pres riptions
the same interim
a

eptable

an lead to inequivalent physi al predi tions from

lassi al a tion. Some quantization pres riptions may even lead to un-

onsequen es. For example, if the interim

lassi al a tion (3.4) is quantized in

the standard way, it has ghosts, instead of fakeons. In that

ase, unitarity is violated [10℄.

Thus, a requirement that we may in lude in a temporary version of the
prin iple is that an a

eptable quantum eld theory should only

orresponden e

ontain physi al parti les

and possibly fakeons, but not ghosts.
If the fakeons are ex luded as well, it is possible to have

ausality at all energies. Then,

however, it is not possible to explain quantum gravity by means of a quantum eld theory
that is lo al, unitary and renormalizable. For the reasons outlined in the previous se tion,
enfor ing mi ro ausality is a stret h, given the limitations of our

apabilities to per eive

the external world. So, the rst prin iple that has to be sa ri ed when we des end to
the realm of quantum gravity is mi ro ausality (together with the presumption that we
an impose restri tions on nature based on our personal tastes). Moreover, the violation
of mi ro ausality might a tually be a bonus, instead of a pri e to pay, sin e, as stressed
above, there are hopes to dete t it.

Prin iples
Now we examine the various
nized in dierent tiers.

andidate ingredients of the

The rst tier

olle ts the most important prin iples, whi h are

almost su ient to en ode the upgraded

1

orresponden e prin iple, orga-

orresponden e prin iple.

Unitarity
It is the statement that the s attering matrix
there exists a physi al Fo k spa e

V,

V

|ni∈V

is unitary, i.e.

su h that, if

the identity

X

S

|ni

SS † = 1.

In parti ular,

denotes an orthonormal basis of

hα|S|nihn|S †|βi = hα|βi

(3.1)

|αi, |βi ∈ V . In some ases, the physi al subspa e is identied
suitable proje tion W → V starting from a larger, often unphysi al Fo k

holds for every states
by means of a
spa e

W.

Example of unphysi al elds that

an be

onsistently proje ted away are

the Faddeev-Popov ghosts and the temporal and longitudinal
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omponents of the gauge

elds. Examples of unphysi al elds that

annot be

onsistently proje ted away are the

ghosts of higher-derivative propagators (whi h typi ally appear when the poles due to
the higher derivatives are quantized using the Feynman pres ription). Examples of elds
whi h are neither physi al nor unphysi al and

an be

onsistently proje ted away are

the fakeons.
The requirement en oded by unitarity is the
that the theory is in some sense

omplete, i.e.

or disappear into nowhere. Basi ally, there
reservoir. The

osmologi al

onservation of probabilities. It ensures

onstant

ΛC

a state

annot appear from nowhere

annot be a preexisting, external sour e or

is an example of preexisting

onditions, so we

annot demand unitarity in a stri t sense in the presen e of a nonvanishing
onstant, where a meaningful

S

matrix might not even exist [11℄.

limit (on e the massive elds have been integrated out)

Λ∗C

. If

Λ∗C = 0

ΛC

In the far infrared

ows to a

onstant value

unitarity is exa t, otherwise it is anomalous. Note that

measured value of the

osmologi al

onstant (indeed, we

osmologi al

Λ∗C

is not the

annot rea h the far infrared

∗
limit), so ΛC

= 0 is not in ontradi tion with the observations. The measured value
−66
4
2
2
(ΛC = 4.33 · 10
eV ) ould be due to the rst radiative orre tions (indeed, mν /MPl ∼
7 · 10−65 eV2 for neutrino masses mν of the order of 10−2 eV).
1a

Perturbative unitarity
Perturbative unitarity is the unitarity equation

SS † = 1

expressed order by order in

the perturbative expansion. It is en oded in a set of diagrammati
utting equations [12℄.

identities,

alled

It is often useful to refer to perturbative unitarity rather

than unitarity, sin e the resummations of the perturbative series typi ally lead to
nontrivial widths, whi h make the parti les de ay (like the muon in the standard
model). Perturbative unitarity allows us to

onsider pro esses where the de aying

(physi al) parti les are dete ted dire tly while they are still alive.
2

Lo ality
Lo ality is probably the assumption that is more intrinsi ally related to the quantization
pro ess and the

S

orresponden e prin iple. The nal quantum theory is en oded in its

matrix, or the generating fun tional

Γ

tions. Both are nonlo al. The nalized
are absent.

of the one-parti le irredu ible

orrelation fun -

lassi al a tion is also nonlo al, unless fakeons

Thus, the requirement of lo ality

an only apply to the interim

lassi al

a tion. If we relax this assumption, the quantization pro ess loses most of its meaning.
We would have to guess the generating fun tional

9

Γ

dire tly and run into the problems

des ribed in the previous se tion.

We re all that, in the exploration of the quantum

world, we have no possibility of making innitely many observations in a nite amount
of time and/or without disturbing the system.

This means that we have no way to

determine a theory with an innite degree of arbitrariness.
The limitations pointed out in the previous se tion suggest that nature is not arranged
to be fully understood or explained by us humans. Therefore, as far as we

an tell, the

ultimate theory of the universe might well be innitely arbitrary. Some signs that this
is the

ase are already available ( he k the dis ussion below about uniqueness versus the

arbitrariness of the matter se tor).

Nevertheless, the su

ess of quantum eld theory

and the re ent results about quantum gravity give us reasons to believe that we might
still have something interesting to say, as long as we do not renoun e lo ality. For these
reasons, we regard the lo ality of the interim

lassi al a tion as a

ornerstone of the

orresponden e prin iple and the quantization pro ess.
2a

Perturbative lo ality
Perturbative lo ality is the version of lo ality that applies to the nonrenormalizable
theories, where the

lassi al a tion

ontains innitely many terms and an arbitrary

number of higher derivatives. Resumming those terms leads in general to a nonlo al
lassi al a tion. The usual perturbative expansion is dened in
expansion of the

ombination with the

lassi al a tion in powers of the elds and their derivatives. Every

trun ation of the latter is obviously lo al. Perturbative lo ality is the assumption
that it makes sense to work with su h trun ations as approximations of the

omplete

a tion.
A nonrenormalizable theory (like Einstein gravity equipped with the

ounterterms

turned on by renormalization [13℄) is predi tive at low energies. For the reasons already stressed, the ultimate theory of the universe might well be nonrenormalizable.
However, sin e we have a better option for the moment, whi h is the interim

lassi al

a tion (3.8) quantized as explained in ref. [5℄, i.e. a lo al, unitary and renormalizable theory that explains both quantum gravity and the standard model, we think
that we
3

an postpone this possibility and fo us on lo ality and renormalizability.

Renormalizability
Renormalizability has to do with the fa t that an interim

lassi al a tion is not guaran-

teed to be stable with respe t to the radiative orre tions generated by the perturbative
expansion, in parti ular the removal of their divergent parts. If this kind of stablility
10

fails, new terms, multiplied by independent parameters, must be added to the interim
lassi al a tion in order to stabilize it.

The theory is nonrenormalizable if the only

han e to stabilize it is to in lude innitely many terms (whi h typi ally means: all the
lo al terms one

an build, up to eld redenitions and nonanomalous symmetry require-

ments), multiplied by independent parameters. It is renormalizable if a nite number of
terms or independent parameters is su ient. Nonrenormalizable theories are predi tive
at low energies, where perturbative lo ality ensures that only a nite number of terms
are important (those parti ipating in the trun ation). Renormalizable theories

an in

prin iple be predi tive at all energies.

3a

Stri t renormalizability
Stri t renormalizability means that the physi al parameters have nonnegative dimensions in units of mass, with respe t to the power
high-energy behavior of the theory. The

3b

ounting that governs the

ounterterms are of nitely many types.

Super-renormalizability
Super renormalizability means that all the physi al parameters have stri tly positive dimensions in units of mass.

Then the divergen es are nitely many.

Super

renormalizability does not seem to be favored to des ribe high-energy physi s.
3

Proper renormalizability
We introdu e this renement of the notion of stri t renormalizability, be ause it
is parti ularly useful, in

ombination with other key requirements, to single out a

unique theory of quantum gravity (see below). Proper renormalizability means that
the gauge

ouplings (in luding the Newton

respe t to the power

onstant) must be dimensionless (with

ounting governing the ultraviolet behaviors of the

orrelation

fun tions) and the other physi al parameters must have nonnegative dimensions in
units of mass.

4

Fundamental symmetry requirements
The symmetries

an be global or lo al; exa t, expli itly broken, spontaneously broken

or anomalous. The lo al symmetries are also

alled (generalized) gauge symmetries and

mediate intera tions. They must be exa t or spontaneously broken, otherwise unitarity
is violated. They in lude both the gauge (i.e. Yang-Mills) symmetries as su h and the
lo al symmetries of gravity (i.e.

invarian e under general

lo al Lorentz invarian e).
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hanges of

oordinates and

4a

Global Lorentz invarian e
Lorentz invarian e is a global symmetry in at spa e.
broken without violating unitarity, in whi h

There, it

an be expli itly

ase many verti es that are normally

nonrenormalizable be ome renormalizable [14℄, even if the fakeons are forbidden.
However, in quantum gravity Lorentz invarian e is a lo al symmetry, whi h

annot

be dynami ally or expli itly broken without violating unitarity. Thus, where gravity
exists, Lorentz invarian e must be exa t or spontaneously broken.
exists at low energies, Lorentz invarian e
this o

Sin e gravity

an be violated only at high energies. If

urred, gravity would be a low-energy ee tive phenomenon, emerging from

a radi ally dierent high-energy pi ture, of whi h, however, there is at present no
idea. For these reasons, in most arguments of this paper we assume that Lorentz
symmetry is exa t or spontaneously broken.
4b
4
4d

General ovarian e
Lo al Lorentz invarian e
Gauge invarian e

The se ond tier of properties

olle ts

onsequen es of the rst tier and supplementary

requirements.

5

Uniqueness
By uniqueness, or essential uniqueness, we mean that the theory is determined up to a
nite number of independent physi al parameters (whi h need to be measured experimentally) and a nite number of options for the quantization pres ription.

We

ould

spe ify that the total number of possibilities must be small (with respe t to our biologi al and physi al limits), but there is no obje tive denition of smallness that we

an

use here, so we prefer to leave this point unresolved. Yet, it is important to emphasize
that the requirement of uniqueness ex ludes the nonrenormalizable theories and most
theories with innitely many elds, unless their physi al parameters are somehow related
to one another and ultimately just depend on a nite number of independent ones.
Investigations about

onsistent redu tions on the number of independent physi al pa-

rameters in renormalizable theories dates ba k to Zimmermann and Oheme [15℄. The
redu tions in nonrenormalizable theories in at spa e have been studied in refs. [16℄.
The extension of the redu tion to the nonrenormalizable theory of quantum gravity
(whi h is the Hilbert-Einstein theory equipped with all the
12

orre tions turned on by

renormalization and

leared of all its higher-derivative quadrati

terms by means of eld

redenitions [13℄) poses serious problems, sin e there is no way to have a perturbative
ontrol on it. However, the redu tion has a

han e in higher-derivative gravity, due to

the presen e of the higher-derivative quadrati
A

terms, whi h play a

ru ial role [17℄.

orresponden e prin iple that points to a unique theory would over ome our handi-

apped per eption of the mi ros opi

world. However, various signals, like the arbitrari-

ness of the matter se tor of the standard model, tell us that we must probably
the fa t that this goal is utopian. Nevertheless, we

ope with

an have uniqueness in gravity and,

to some extent, within the gauge intera tions, as expressed by the following points 5a
and 5b.

5a

Uniqueness in form of the gauge intera tions
The

ombination of unitarity, 1, lo ality, 2, proper renormalizability, 3 , and Lorentz

invarian e, 4a, is a very powerful

orresponden e prin iple in at spa e. Indeed, if

we also forbid the presen e of fakeons, 10d, the set of these requirements implies 4d,
8 and 10, i.e. it determines the gauge transformations [18℄, the form of the a tion
and even that the spa etime dimension
Yang-Mills one,

SYM
where

a
Fµν

1
=−
4

Z

D

must be equal to four. The a tion is the

√
a
d4 x −gFµν
F aµν ,

(3.2)

denotes the eld strength.

If we repla e 3

with 3a or 3, the allowed dimensions are 4, 3, 2, and 1. However, the

universe predi ted by quantum eld theory is too simple below four dimensions, so
we regard four as the minimum value. In this sense, 3 , 3a and 3

an be

onsidered

equivalent at this level.
If we relax 10d by allowing massive fakeons, whi h is requirement 10 , then we just
have ma ro ausality, 10a, instead of

ausality, and there are solutions in every even

D > 6. Their interim lassi al a tions are
Z

√  a
1
dD x −g Fµν
=−
P(D−4)/2 (D 2 )F aµν + O(F 3 ) ,
4

spa etime dimensions

D
SYM

(3.3)

Pn (x) is a real polynomial of degree n in x and D is the ovariant derivative,
3
while O(F ) are the Lagrangian terms that have dimensions smaller than or equal to
D and are built with at least three eld strengths and/or their ovariant derivatives.
where

Observe that by 3

the gauge

oupling is dimensionless.
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We have used Bian hi

identities and partial integrations to simplify the quadrati
of the polynomial

P(D−6)/2

terms. The

oe ients

must satisfy a few restri tions, so that, after proje ting

away the gauge modes (by working, for example, in the Coulomb gauge), the poles of
the propagators have squared masses with nonnegative real parts and the massless
poles have positive residues.
The poles with negative or
but

omplex residues, as well as those with positive residues

omplex masses, must be quantized as fakeons. The poles with positive residues

and nonvanishing real masses

an be quantized either as fakeons or physi al parti les.

Those with vanishing masses must be quantized as physi al parti les.
In all the situations just des ribed, the gauge group remains essentially free, as
long as it is unitary and (toghether with the matter
an ellation

onditions (whi h are other

ontent) satises the anomaly

onsequen es of unitarity). The knowledge

we have today does not explain why the gauge group of the standard model is
pre isely the produ t of the three simplest groups,
say,

SU(37), SU(41),

et ., are absent. We

will be dis overed (possibly
a sort of periodi

U(1), SU(2) and SU(3), and why,

annot anti ipate if other gauge groups

ompletely broken or

onned).

There

ould even be

table of the gauge groups and we might just have grabbed the

three simplest representatives. This issue is tied in some way to the non uniqueness
of the matter se tor (see 5
5b

below).

Uniqueness of the gravitational intera tions
Gravity does not have this problem, be ause its lo al symmetry (invarian e under
dieomorphisms times lo al Lorentz invarian e) is unique. The requirements 1, 2,
3 , 4b, 4 , 8 and 10

SQG

lead to the unique interim

1
=− 2
2κ

Z

√



lassi al a tion



−g 2ΛC + ζR + α Rµν R

µν

1
− R2
3



ξ
− R2
6



(3.4)

in four dimensions, and also sele t the quantization pres riptions that are physi ally
a

eptable. In formula (3.4)

be positive or negative.

α, ξ , ζ

and

κ

are real positive

onstants, and

The a tion must be quantized as explained in ref.

It propagates the graviton, a s alar

2
of squared mass mφ

φ

= ζ/ξ

quantized as a physi al parti le or a fakeon) and a spin-2 fakeon
mass

m2χ = ζ/α

1

ΛC

(whi h

χµν

an
[5℄.

an be

of squared

.

We re all that if we use the Feynman quantization pres ription for all the elds, we
obtain the Stelle theory [10℄, where
1 In

this formula, we are negle ting a small

χµν

is a ghost. In that

orre tion due to the

14

ase, unitarity is violated.

osmologi al

onstant [7℄.

The assumption 8 that the spa etime dimensions are four has been in luded expli itly. If we eliminate it, the requirements 1, 2, 3 , 4b, 4

and 10

admit solutions in

every even dimensions greater than or equal to four. Their interim

lassi al a tions

read

1
SQG = − 2
2κ
D

Z

√


−g 2ΛC + ζR + Rµν P(D−4)/2 (D 2 )Rµν


′
+RP(D−4)/2
(D 2 )R + O(R3 ) ,

where

Pn

and

Pn′

denote other real polynomials of degree

n

urvature tensors and/or their

O(R3 ) are the
D and are built

and

Lagrangian terms that have dimensions smaller than or equal to
with at least three

(3.5)

ovariant derivatives. Again, the

squared masses must have nonnegative real parts and the poles of the propagators
must be quantized as explained before.
5

Non uniqueness of the matter se tor
As far as we know today, quantum eld theory
of the theory that des ribes nature.

annot predi t the matter

For example, we

ontent

an enlarge the standard

model oupled to quantum gravity by in luding new massive parti les and/or massive
fakeons, as long as they satisfy the anomaly

an ellation

onditions and are heavy

enough, so that their presen e does not ae t the experimental results available
today. The ultimate theory
a point where the

ould even

ontain innitely many matter elds. This is

orresponden e prin iple has been almost

Probably, it is a sign of the fading

ompletely powerless.

orresponden e and it might be impossible to

remedy in the future. Let us remark that every attempt to relate the matter
to the intera tions beyond the anomaly

an ellation

ontent

onditions (grand uni ation,

supersymmetry, string theory and so on) has failed.

6

Analyti ity
Analyti ity ensures that it is su ient to
in any open subset of the spa e
everywhere in

P

P

of the

by means of the analyti

al ulate an amplitude, or a loop diagram,
omplexied external momenta to derive it
ontinuation. It holds if the theory

ontains

only physi al parti les.

6a

Regionwise analyti ity
Regionwise analyti ity is the generalization of analyti ity that holds when the theory
ontains fakeons in addition to physi al parti les. The spa e
15

P

is divided into disjoint

regions of analyti ity. An amplitude, or a loop diagram, is analyti

in ea h region,

but the relation between the results found in dierent regions is not analyti . The
main region is the Eu lidean one, whi h
energies. It is su ient to

ontains neighborhoods of the imaginary

al ulate an amplitude, or a loop diagram, in any open

set of the Eu lidean region to derive it everywhere in
operation,

alled average

ontinuation. The average

average of the two analyti

7

by means of a nonanalyti

ontinuation is the arithmeti

ir umvent a bran h point [19, 8℄.

Existen e of intera tions
7a
7b

8

ontinuations that

P

Existen e of the gauge intera tions
Existen e of gravity

Four spa etime dimensions
Quantum eld theory predi ts that if the spa etime dimensions of the universe were
smaller than four, then the universe would be too simple.

So, they must be at least

four. It is an experimental fa t that they are four at large distan es, but in prin iple
they

ould be more at small distan es. If that were that

ase, they would have to be

ompa tied at low energies. This makes the higher-dimensional theories equivalent to
four-dimensional theories with innite sets of matter elds. Moreover, the
tion involves manifolds of even dimensions

> 2,

whi h

many independent parameters (the moduli of the
have robust arguments to restri t the matter

ompa ti a-

ause the appearan e of innitely

ompa ti ation). Sin e we do not

ontent, as already pointed out, these

possibilities remain open.
9

Finite numbers of elds and independent physi al parameters
A restri tion on the matter
Only in

D=4

the theory

be ause the need of a

ontent is to demand that the set of elds be at least nite.
an have nitely many elds and nitely many parameters,

D=4
D > 4.

ompa ti ation to

the matter se tor of the theories with

introdu es an innite arbitrariness in

In the last tier, we in lude other more or less important

9

onsequen es and properties.

Consisten y requirements
9a Well-dened Hilbert (Fo k) spa e (positive denite norms)
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9b Hermitian Hamiltonian bounded from below

10

Causality
Everyday experien e tells us that the future is determined by the past and ee ts are
determined by

auses.

On a

loser look, however, these statements are rather vague,

to say the least. In a deterministi

framework, for example, it is true that the initial

onditions uniquely determine the future, but we

ould turn the argument around and

laim that the future uniquely determines the past, for the same reason. Is it appropriate
to speak about

auses, when the future is already determined?

To avoid paradoxes like this, we should dene the notions of
pre ision. However, it is not that easy. At most, we

ause and ee t with

an repla e the intuitive ideas with

more formal or mathemati al denitions on whi h we

an agree. The drawba k of this

approa h is that we might have to de lassify them to se ondary properties rather than
fundamental prin iples. This is a risk that all prin iples fa e, a tually, be ause at the
end they are formal requirements (see se tion 4 for more

omments on this), so whi h is

prin iple and whi h is side property is a matter of how ee tive ea h of them is.
At the

lassi al level, for example,

ausality

an be formulated as the requirement that

the eld equations not involve the sour es of intera tions lo ated in the future light

one

and at spa elike separations.
If we adopt this denition, quantum eld theory predi ts that the laws of nature are
ausal in the

lassi al limit, in at spa e. On the other hand, quantum gravity predi ts

orre tions to the ( lassi al) eld equations of general relativity that do require the
knowledge of intera tions at future times, albeit restri ted to nite ranges of spa etime
separations [9℄. We

an say that the

orre ted Einstein equations violate mi ro ausality,

but satisfy ma ro ausality.
We

an dene

ausality in quantum eld theory by adding the requirement that the

ommutators of spa elike separated observables vanish.
10a

Ma ro ausality
At the

lassi al level, we dene ma ro ausality as the requirement that there exist

σ su h that the eld equations in x not involve the
S
Vx,σ , where Ux,τ = {y : (x−y)2 < −1/τ }
sour es of intera tions lo ated in y ∈ Ux,τ
0
0
2
and Vx,σ {y : x − y < 0, (x − y) > 1/σ}. Alternatively, they involve those sour es
2
by negligible amounts that tend to zero when |(x − y) | → ∞.

nite positive thresholds

τ

and
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At the quantum level, we dene ma ro ausality by adding the requirement that the

O(x) and O(y)
|(x − y)2| → ∞.

ommutators of any two lo al observables
and every

y ∈ Ux,τ

and tend to zero for

Ma ro ausality is supported by experimental eviden e.
it follows as a bonus if we do not

are negligible for every

x

In quantum eld theory,

ompromise the other major requirements (in

parti ular, we do not renoun e the lo ality of the interim

lassi al a tion), as long

as a mu h weaker form of ma ro ausality holds, whi h we dene below.
10b

Mi ro ausality
It is the mirror of ma ro ausality, where

2

(x − y) < 0}

and

Vx,σ

is repla ed by

V̄x,σ

Ux,τ is repla ed by Ūx,τ = {y : −1/τ 6
= {y : x0 − y 0 < 0, 0 6 (x − y)2 6 1/σ}.

We are not aware of ways of violating it without also violating ma ro ausality, unless
we
10

ompromise the basi

ar hite ture of quantum eld theory, in parti ular lo ality.

Weak ma ro ausality
It is useful to dene a weak notion of ma ro ausality, whi h is the requirement that
the theory not

ontain massless fakeons. Indeed, in most

ases ma ro ausality as

dened above follows for from free, when weak ma ro ausality is assumed.
that weak ma ro ausality allows the theory to
10d

ontain massive fakeons.

Weak mi ro ausality
It

11

Note

an be dened as the requirement that the theory have no fakeons.

Ultraviolet behavior
Some theories have parti ularly ni e ultraviolet behaviors. For example, quantum

hro-

modynami s is asymptoti ally free. Long ago, Weinberg [20℄ suggested a generalization
of asymptoti
tera ting
asymptoti

freedom, whi h is asymptoti

safety, where the ultraviolet limit is an in-

onformal eld theory with a nite dimensional

riti al surfa e. Eviden e of

safety in quantum gravity has been found in refs. [21℄. These properties are

interesting from the theoreti al point of view. However, the standard model does not
seem to have a ni e ultraviolet behavior, so requirements like asymptoti
asymptoti

11a
11b

12

freedom and

safety sound very restri tive.

Asymptoti freedom
Asymptoti safety

Positive deniteness of the (bosoni se tor of the) Eu lidean theory
18

This property
nalized

on erns the theories in the absen e of gravity, where the interim and

lassi al a tions

oin ide. When fakeons are present, it is not meaningful to

demand that the Eu lidean version of the interim

lassi al a tion, whi h is unproje ted,

be positive denite, even when it is purely bosoni .

Combinations of prin iples
Now we

omment on the properties implied by various

ombinations of requirements. We

start from the standard model in at spa e, whi h suggests a

orresponden e prin iple

made of (I) 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4d, 7a and 10d. These requirements imply 5a, 6, 8, 10 and 12,
but they are not

ompatible with the existen e of gravity, 7b. We obtain another

orresponden e if (II) we repla e the assumption 10d with 6.

orre t

If (III) we drop 6 and

repla e 10d with 10 , we may in lude massive fakeons and have Yang-Mills theories (3.3)
in arbitrary even dimensions.
Coming to quantum gravity, the theory (3.4) and its higher dimensional versions (3.5)
suggest a

orresponden e prin iple made of (IV) 1, 2, 3 , 4a, 4b, 4 , 9 and 10 , whi h

implies 5b, 6a, 8 and 10a, but not 6, 10b and 10d. If we drop the assumption 9 we have
to renoun e the impli ation 8.
Quantum gravity

oupled to the ( ovariantized) standard model suggests the

orre-

sponden e prin iple made of (V) 1, 2, 3 , 4, 9 and 10 , whi h implies 5a, 5b, 6a, 8 and
10a, but not 6, 10b and 10d. Again, (VI) if we drop the assumption 9 we renoun e the
impli ation 8.
The results found so far are summarized in the table
Assumptions

Impli ations

Missing impli ations

(I)

1, 2, 3, 4a, 4d, 7a, 10d

5a, 6, 8, 10, 12

7b

(II)

1, 2, 3, 4a, 4d, 7a, 6

5a, 8, 10, 12

7b

(III)

1, 2, 3, 4a, 4d, 7a, 10

5a, 6a, 10a

6, 7b, 8, 10b, 10d

(IV)

1, 2, 3 , 4a, 4b, 4 , 7b, 9, 10

5b, 6a, 8, 10a

6, 10b, 10d

(V)

1, 2, 3 , 4, 7a, 7b, 9, 10

5a, 5b, 6a, 8, 10a

6, 10b, 10d

(VI)

1, 2, 3 , 4, 7a, 7b, 10

5a, 5b, 6a, 10a

6, 8, 10b, 10d

If we relax the requirement 3

of proper renormalizability by

(3.6)

onverting it into simple

renormalizability, 3, then we lose the uniqueness properties 5a and 5b, be ause in every
spa etime dimensions

D

innitely many super-renormalizable theories of quantum gravity

and gauge elds with fakeons are admitted. Their interim a tions are obtained from (3.3)
and (3.5) by raising the degrees

n

of the polynomials
19

Pn

and

Pn′ .

Summarizing, a su

essful

orresponden e prin iple is made of 1, 2, 3 , 4 and 9, i.e.
unitarity
lo ality

(3.7)

proper renormalizability
fundamental symmetries

and the requirements of having (i) nitely many elds and parameters and (ii) no massless
fakeons. This

ombination implies quantum gravity

dimensions, with interim

oupled to the standard model in four

lassi al a tion

SQG + Sm ,
where

Sm

is the

(3.8)

ovariantized a tion of the standard model (or one of its extensions),

equipped with the nonminimal terms

ompatible with renormalizability.

If we drop the assumption 9, solutions with analogous properties exist in every even
spa etime dimension

D,

made of (3.3), (3.5) and the matter se tor. In that

ase,

D

plays

the role of an additional physi al parameter that must be measured experimentally.
With or without 9, mi ro ausality is violated, analyti ity is repla ed by regionwise
analyti ity, the gravitational intera tions are essentially unique, the Yang-Mills intera tions
are unique in form and the matter se tor remains basi ally unrestri ted.
With respe t to the version of the

orresponden e prin iple that is su

essful in at

spa e, the only upgrade required by quantum gravity amounts to renoun ing analyti ity,
6, in favor of regionwise analyti ity, 6a, and settle for ma ro ausality, 10 , instead of full
ausality, 10. As we wanted, the nal solution is as

onservative as possible. Moreover, the

violation of mi ro ausality is turned into a physi al predi tion, whi h might be

onrmed

experimentally if a suitable ampli ation me hanism is found.

4

Con lusions

The fates of determinism and possibly

ausality are there to remind us that the

orrespon-

den e between the environment we live in, whi h shapes our thinking, and the mi ros opi
world is doomed to be ome weaker and weaker as we explore smaller and smaller distan es.
At some point, we fa e the intrinsi

limitations of our ability to understand the universe.

Maybe the impossibility to ee tively restri t the matter se tor and the gauge group of
the standard model is a further sign of the fading

20

orresponden e.

The surviving

orresponden e prin iple (3.7) is not made of physi al requirements,

but mostly formal ones. Unitarity, as said, is a requirement of

ompleteness. Lo ality is

intrinsi ally tied to the dynami s of the logi al pro ess that builds the quantum theory
from an interim

lassi al theory, the nal theory being nonlo al anyway. As far as (proper)

renormalizability is

on erned, it it hard to view it as more than formal.

This is an interesting turn of events.

Perhaps ironi , but

onsistent with what we

have been remarking all over this paper. Insisting on physi al requirements would be like
requesting that nature adapt to us, rather than

oping with the fa t that we have to adapt

to nature. What are the odds that a physi al intuition shaped by a
gets it right, when it

lassi al environment

omes to the phenomena of the innitesimally small? Not many. We

have been knowing that for a fa t sin e the birth of quantum me hani s. And what if we
annot understand why the
else?

orresponden e prin iple is made of (3.7) instead of something

Even better, we might argue.

Indeed, if we understood that, the prin iple would

probably be inadequate, be ause it would be t to des ribe our world, but unt to des ribe
the innitesimal world.
Nevertheless, it is important to stress that the

ornerstones of (3.7) are not

hosen be-

ause they are appealing, but simply be ause they work. The opposite attitude 

hoose

something appealing and pretend it works  is very fashionable nowadays, but spe ta ularly unsu

essful [22℄. The failures a

umulated during the past de ades in the pursuit of

beauty, mathemati al elegan e, symmetry, supersymmetry, uni ation, granduni ation,
theories of everything and theories with no parameters, and then holography and who
knows what will be next, remind us of the innite monkey theorem.
stupid? We
the

Are humans that

annot ex lude it. The possibility that humans are ill equipped to embra e

hallenges demanded by the exploration of the smaller and smaller distan es is high.

We are already witnessing a slow, relentless involution into a realm where the main judgment

riteria are the authority prin iple or its modern distorsions, su h as the

likes,

alled

itations. Sadly, this turn of events is not even new: it is

ounting of

alled Middle Ages.

But the puzzling question is: how long will it last this time?
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